MURDER
MYSTERY
PRIVATE EVENTS
Celebrate life and dare to
stray out of your comfort
zone. Dress to kill,
assume a new persona,
solve a few mysteries,
ensnare a devious killer or
get away Scott free. Do
all of the above while
having a fantastic time
making memories. Our
Murder Mystery game
events are perfect
entertainment options
for any birthday party,
engagement, kitchen
tea/bachelorette party or
anniversary celebration.
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Our service explained:
§

How your game will work:
Each table seats a minimum
of 8 characters (unless
otherwise indicated) characters are usually equally
divided between the genders.
All of the guests are suspects
in a terrible murder and one of
them is the murderer.
Each character receives
his/her character description
and story prior to the event,
allowing ample time for
‘getting into character.’
At your mystery event, guests
receive 3 sets of clues which
guide them to the discovery of
the murderer.
Each guest will receive their
character booklet containing a
summary of their secrets,
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motives and alibis along with
the clue sets.
Due to the number of twists
and turns in each character’s
story and details, the game is
never short of drama and fun.
The game takes
approximately 90-120 minutes
to complete.
At the end of the game guests
at each table will make their
arrest recommendations
followed by the host revealing
the murderer’s identity.
Changes can be made to the
above-mentioned format of
the game depending on your
requirements.
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Event coordination includes
the supply of a mystery
invitation, character
assignments and emailing
character details before the
event to all guests
individually. (Printing of the
character descriptions can be
done at an additional cost)
Supply of necessary
materials for the mystery
event includes printing of
character name tags, a clue
booklet per character and
supply of a pen per guest.
Hosting service on the night
of the murder mystery
includes welcoming guests on
arrival, assistance in
determining seating at the
venue, welcome and
introduction to guests
including an overview of
gameplay, relay of
instructions during the game
at optimum times to open
new clues as well as revealing
of murderers identity at the
end of the game.
Optional Photographic
service; suspect “mug” shots
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and/or action shots of guests
during the game.
Optional ‘Ace Detective’
award certificates are given to
each suspect who guessed the
murderer correctly,
“untouchable award’ for each
murderer who got away with a
crime. Additional options
include “dressed to kill’ for
best costume and ‘drama
queen’ award for the best
character portrayal.
We do not coordinate
costume hire but we can put
together ‘prop’ bags per
character at an additional
cost.
Optional Editing service; add
more characters to a game or
any changes to personalise
your game can be done at an
additional cost.
Optional Original scripts can
be written to suit your exact
vision of your event theme at
an additional cost.

Soon you and your guests will
be laughing, scheming and
having a fabulous time being
part of the mystery!
Mysterious regards,

The Bepartofthemystery.com
Team
Wordsmiths | Ace-Detectives
Mobile: 0849938040
Skype: lente.keyser

www.bepartofthemystery.com

